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1. Chapter 4 The Network Layer: Data Plane (30 points):

(a) The network layer functionality may be broadly divided into data plane functionality
and control plane functionality. Describe:

i. The main function of the data plane. (5 points)

ii. The main function of the control plane. (5 points)

iii. Key differences between these functions. (5 points)

(b) List and briefly descibe four packet scheduling disciplines. (10 points)

(c) Which queueing disciplines ensure that all packets depart in the order in which they
arrived? (5 points)

2. Chapter 5: The Network Layer: Control Plane (20 points):

(a) Illustarte configuration of forwarding tables in case of per-router and software-
defined networking. (10 points)

(b) Compare and contrast link-state and distance-vector routing algorithms. (10 points)

3. Chapter 6: The Link Layer and LANs (20 points):

Derive the derivation of the efficiency of slotted ALOHA. Recall that when there are N
active nodes, the efficiency of slotted ALOHA is Np(1 − p)N−1.

(a) Find the value of p that maximizes this expression. (10 points)

(b) Using the value of p found in (a), find the efficiency of slotted ALOHA by letting
N approach infinity. (10 points)
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4. Case Study: M-TCP+: using disconnection feedback to improve performance
of TCP in wired/wireless networks (30 points):

(a) What are M-TCP and M-TCP+ protocols? (5 points)

(b) List TCP delayed acknowledgement options. (2.5 points)

(c) Describe TCP persist state. (2.5 points)

(d) Describe TCP behavior in wireless networks. (5 points)

(e) Descibe M-TCP network elements. (2.5 points)

(f) Descibe M-TCP algorithm. (2.5 points)

(g) List main characterisitcs of the M-TCP+ algorithm. (5 points)

(h) Briefly describe the simulation scenarios and give overview of simulation results. (5
points)
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